Forecasts of tropical cyclones (TCs) of the western North Pacific basin during the period of July to August 2018, especially of Rumbia (2018), Ampil (2018) and Jongdari (2018) that made landfall over Shanghai, have opposed great challenges for numerical models and forecasters. The predictive skill of these TCs are analyzed based on ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP. Results of the overall performance show that ensemble forecasts of ECMWF generally have higher predictive skill of track and intensity forecasts than those of NCEP. Specifically, ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have higher predictive skill of intensity forecasts for Rumbia (2018) and Ampil (2018) than those of NCEP, and both have low predictive skill of intensity forecasts for Jongdari (2018) at peak intensity. To improve the predictive skill of ensemble forecasts for TCs, a method that estimates adaptive weights for members of an ensemble forecast is proposed. The adaptive weights are estimated based on the fit of ensemble priors and posteriors to observations. The performances of ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP using the adaptive weights are generally improved for track and intensity forecasts. The advantages of the adaptive weights are more prominent for ensemble forecasts of ECMWF than for those of NCEP.
Introduction
It is well known that the skill of track forecasts of tropical cyclones (TCs) has undergone continuous improvement, while the skill of TC intensity forecasts has been grown very slowly (DeMaria et al., 2014) . TC track is mainly controlled by the large-scale environment, on the other hand, TC intensity is primarily determined by the internal dynamics and environmental flow. The improvement of TC forecasts mainly come from the advances in numerical weather prediction models (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2011) , including the development of ensemble techniques (Yamaguchi et al., 2015) , real-time observing systems (Ruf et al., 2016) , data assimilation (e.g., Weng and Zhang, 2016) , and statistical forecast models (Kaplan et al., 2015) .
Since much attention has been dedicated toward improving TC track and intensity forecasts, it is useful to be aware of intrinsic and practical predictability limits for numerical weather forecasts (Lorenz, 1963) . The lack of improvement of TC intensity forecasts is resulted from both the limited intrinsic predictability of internal dynamics and limited practical predictability due to deficiencies in forecast models. The TC intensity may be intrinsically less predictable than the track, since the underlying dynamics and chaotic nature of moist convection dominate the intensity. Based on the ensembles perturbed with a stochastic kinetic energy backscatter scheme (SKEB; Berner et al., 2009) and lateral boundary conditions, Judt et al. (2016) showed that vortex scale circulation was more resistant to upscale error growth and the predictability of vortex scale circulation was predominately associated with the predictability of the largescale environment. found that small unobservable initial condition perturbations related with moist convection could lead to large divergence in TC genesis and development. van Sang et al. (2008) showed that small random moisture perturbations in the boundary layer could dramatically change the intensity and structure of TCs, which indicated large intrinsic uncertainties in the prediction of TC intensity.
On the practical side, the TC intensity and rapid intensification were significantly better predicted with an increased horizontal resolution from 12 to 1.33 km (Davis et al., 2010) . Cavallo et al. (2013) found that the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF; Whitaker and Hamill, 2002) data assimilation technique could systematically reduce the errors of TC track and intensity except for strong TCs, based on real-time analyses and forecasts using the advanced Hurricane Weather Research and Forecasting (HWRF) Model. The TC intensity forecasts can be improved by using finer cloud-resolving models, assimilating inner-core observations include the ground-based and airborne Doppler radar observations, applying advanced ensemble-based or hybrid ensemble-variational data assimilation methods Aksoy et al., 2013) . Based on convection-permitting hindcasts using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model, Zhang et al. (2014) found that the practical predictability of TC intensity was influenced by different synoptic-scale environmental parameters but less impacted by thermodynamic environmental parameters.
In the studies on TC predictability, ensemble forecasts are often used. Based on operational global medium-range ensemble forecasts of TC activities, Yamaguchi et al. (2012 Yamaguchi et al. ( , 2015 compared the benefits of multicenter grand ensembles to a single-model ensemble and found that multicenter grand ensembles tend to have better forecast skill than the best single-member ensemble. Benefits of ensemble forecasts include that ensemble forecasts perform better on average than deterministic forecasts, ensemble forecasts can capture observed TC activities that deterministic forecasts may miss, and ensemble forecasts can provide probability distribution of the forecasts. However, ensemble predictions are also affected by systematic errors, including biased ensemble mean and insufficient ensemble spread. Consequently, much attention has been paid to statistical postprocessing techniques. Method of ensemble dressing increases the ensemble size and spread by adding synthetic new ensemble members centered on existing or adjusted members with error patterns made by the "best" member of the ensemble (Roulston and Smith, 2003; Fortin et al., 2006) . Bayesian model averaging gives a weighted average of probability density functions centered on the individual bias-corrected forecasts, and the Bayesian model averaging weights can be used to assess the usefulness of ensemble members (Raftery et al., 2005; Bishop and Shanley, 2008) . Related approaches include ensemble kernel density model output statistics (Glahn et al., 2009 ) and ensemble regression (Unger et al., 2009) . It is noteworthy that most statistical postprocessing methods rely on a large training data and carry information of climatology, which may not be suitable for ensemble forecasts of TCs.
The predictions of TC track and intensity of the western North Pacific basin during the period of July to August 2018 have opposed great challenges partially due to the unusual tracks. It has been very rare that three TCs made landfall over Shanghai in a month, while the severe tropical storm Ampil (2018) has been the third storm that directly landed Shanghai since 1949. One of the primary goals of the present work is to understand the predictive skill of the TCs formed and developed over the western North Pacific basin during the period of July to August 2018. To achieve this objective, comparison of ensemble forecasts from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ensemble prediction system (EPS) and the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) global ensemble forecast system (GEFS) in terms of the predictive skill of TC track and intensity forecasts is conducted. Following this, to improve the performance of ensemble forecasts for the TCs, a weighted ensemble method is proposed. This method adaptively estimates weights for members from an ensemble forecast, based on the fit of ensemble priors and posteriors to observations, which is similar to the importance sampling of classic particle filters (van Leeuwen, 2009 ). The benefits of the adaptive weights applied to ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP are investigated.
Data
The Tropical Cyclone Vitals (TCVitals) are a database of real-time estimates of TC parameters, which contain information such as cyclone location, minimum sea level pressure (SLP), maximum wind speed, shape and size (Trahan and Sparling, 2012) . The information about the location and intensity of the vortex from the TCVitals is used as observations to verify the ensemble forecasts. The ensemble forecasts from the ECMWF EPS and the NCEP GEFS are used to analyze the predictive skill of TCs.
The ECMWF EPS uses 18 km horizontal resolution and 91 vertical levels, and runs out to 360 hours twice a day (Magnusson et al., 2019) . It contains 1 control member and 50 ensemble members that are generated by applying initial perturbations on the unperturbed control member. The initial perturbations are based on the ensemble of four-dimensional variational data assimilation (EDA; Bonavita et al., 2012) , singular vector perturbations (Buizza, 2008) , and stochastic physics including the Stochastically Perturbed Parameterization Tendency (SPPT) scheme and the SKEB scheme (Leutbecher et al., 2017) . To increase the spread of ensemble forecasts of TC track, singular vectors are targeted in the vicinity of each TC (Barkmeijer et al., 2001) .
The NCEP GEFS uses 34 km horizontal grid spacing and 64 vertical levels, and runs out to 192 hours four times a day (Zhou et al., 2017) . The ensemble size of NCEP GEFS is 21 (1 control member and 20 ensemble members), which is smaller than that of ECMWF EPS. The initial condition of the control member is given by the hybrid three-dimensional variational-ensemble data assimilation system (Kleist and Ide, 2015) , and the initial conditions of the ensemble members are generated by an EnKF (Whitaker and Hamill, 2002) . Three stochastic physics schemes, including the SPPT , SKEB (Berner et al., 2009) , and stochastically perturbed planetary boundary layer humidity (SHUM), are also used. To improve the presentation of TCs in the initial conditions, NCEP GEFS applies a TC relocation system (Liu et al., 2006) , in which TCs are separated from the environment and independently perturbed (Kurihara et al., 1993) and then the TC perturbations are added to the initial conditions that already have TC vortex relocated to the observed location.
Methodology
Ensemble-based data assimilation methods try to present the model probability density function (pdf) by a number of random draws that are called ensemble members or particles. Let x be the state vector that contains all prognostic variables of a system, and its probability density is p(x). The mean of x is given by
(1)
For ensemble-based methods, the mean of x can be approximated as
where the subscript i denotes the ith member and N is the ensemble size. To obtain this approximation, N ensemble members are independently drawn random samples from the probability density p(x). The density p(x) can be presented by the ensemble members as
where δ denotes the delta function. Although the model can be nonlinear, the EnKF and its variant often assume that the prior and posterior pdfs are Gaussian, i.e., each ensemble member or particle is equally likely to be the truth. Thus each member has an equal weight of 1/N. However, given an ensemble forecast, a few members may provide better forecasts than the other members (see section 5.2). If a larger weight could be assigned to the members associated with more accurate forecasts and vice versa, the predictive skill of the ensemble forecasts might be improved. Thus, a method that adaptively estimate weights for members from an ensemble forecast is proposed here. The estimated weights are not necessarily equal to 1/N, and the hope is that larger weights are estimated for members providing better forecasts. Statistical postprocessing methods like the Bayesian model averaging (Raftery et al., 2005; Bishop and Shanley, 2008) , ensemble regression (Unger et al., 2009) and ensemble kernel density model output statistics (Glahn et al., 2009 ) often rely on a large training data and carry information of climatology, so they may not be suitable for ensemble forecasts of TCs. The adaptive method proposed here uses prior and posterior ensembles at adjacent times. The adaptive method is introduced below, which is very similar to the importance sampling of classic particle filters (van Leeuwen, 2009).
Let y be the observation vector, and the probability density of the model state x given the observation y is
where the weights w i are given by
The density p y x ( ) i is the probability density of the observation y given the model state x i , and it is often taken as a Gaussian
where H is the forward operator that interpolates the model state x to observation space, R is the error covariance matrix of the observations, and A is a coefficient that makes p y x ( ) i as a pdf. The prior estimates of the model state x can be obtained by integrating the model from initial conditions at a previous analysis time
i t
where the subscript t denotes the time index and l denotes the lagged time index, the superscripts f and a denote forecast (prior) and analysis (posterior) respectively. At time index t, the posterior estimates of the model state
are generated by assimilating the observations y using an ensemble-based data assimilation method (e.g., EnKF). Take the posteriors
as the most accurate estimate of the system (i.e., the updated initial conditions) at time t, integrate N ensemble members forward in time, and gives ensemble forecasts
where the subscript p denotes the lead time index.
Instead of assigning equal weight to each member of the ensemble forecasts x i t p f , + , the adaptive weights are now estimated based on the priors
, and the observations y. The hypothesis for the adaptive method is that the members that have smaller prior/posterior errors at time t might give better forecasts at time t+p. Please note that members with smaller prior errors are not necessarily having smaller posterior errors, because data assimilation methods may have stochastic processes and x i t f , may not be the forecasts launched from the analyses at the adjacent analysis time. To include the impact of both prior and posterior errors, eq. (6) is modified as
, , the adaptive weights w i are given by eq. (5). The mean of ensemble forecasts
x t p f + can be approximated using the adaptively estimated weights w i as ( )
The adaptive weights are also flow-dependent, since they vary with time t. The adaptive method assumes that the member that has smaller prior/posterior errors at time t might have smaller errors of forecasts that are launched from the analyses at time t. Intuitively, the temporal correlations between forecast errors at t+p and prior/posterior errors at t decrease with time, so the influence of the adaptive weights on the ensemble forecasts may be more obvious at short lead times. Similarly, the forecasts x i t f , can be integrated from analyses with different lagged times l, but the forecasts
with longer lagged time may have less helpful information about the adaptive weights. However, the adaptive method may not be suitable for nonlinear systems, since the error growth might not linear and the temporal correlations between forecast errors at t+p and prior/posterior errors at t could be limited.
Overview of cases
It was particularly challenging to forecast the TC tracks and intensities of the western North Pacific basin during the period of July to August 2018. Thus, the predictive skill of TCs that formed and developed during this period are analyzed. Table 1 lists the 13 TCs during this period, including 3 tropical storms (TSs) with maximum wind speeds less than 88 km h −1 , 4 severe tropical storms (STSs) with maximum wind speeds less than 117 km h −1 , and 6 typhoons (TYs) with maximum wind speed larger than 118 km h −1 , based on the Regional Specialized Meteorological Centre (RSMC) Tokyo's tropical cyclone intensity scale (Typhoon Committee, 2015) . The observed tracks of the 13 TCs are shown by Figure 1 , in which different colors denote different status.
Most of the TCs moved northwestward, but Bebinca and Son-Tinh moved westward and Wukong and Shanshan moved directly to the north. As shown by Table 1 and Figure  1 , a wide variety of TC tracks and intensities are captured during this two-month period. It has been very rare that there were three storms making landfall over Shanghai in a month. Ampil (2018) was developed at 12:00 UTC 17 July over the Philippine Sea, first moved in a northward direction and intensified to a STS, and then downgraded to a TS and landed Chongming, Shanghai at 04:30 UTC 22 July. Ampil (2018) has been the third storm that directly landed Shanghai since 1949. Within two weeks, Jongdari (2018) that had a very unusual track made landfall over Jinshan, Shanghai at 02:30 UTC 3 August. Jongdari (2018) first moved northward, and accelerated northeastward after upgrading to the STS, then executed a counter-clockwise turn to the southeast of Japan, and made landfall over Ise, Mie Prefecture at 16:00 UTC 28 July. Then it continued to move westward, and after executing two counter-clockwise turns west of Japan, made landfall over Shanghai at 02:30 UTC 3 August. Rumbia (2018) was formed in the East China Sea, and moved northwestward and made landfall over Pudong, Shanghai at 20:00 UTC 17 August, becoming the third storm that hit Shanghai in 2018. The three storms that made landfall over Shanghai in a month brought strong wind, heavy rain and flooding, and has resulted in tremendous economic loss and social impact. Thus, the predictive skill and potential improvement of the ensemble forecasts for the three storms are investigated in this study.
Results

Predictive skills for storms
To illustrate the overall performances of ensemble forecasts from ECMWF and NCEP, ensemble forecasts of TC tracks and intensities that are launched at initialization times shown in Table 1 are analyzed for TS, STS, and TY, respectively. The initialization times are chosen based on data availability, coverage of the peak intensity for no-landing storms, and approximate 5-day forecast for landing storms. Figure 2 shows the mean percentage of ensemble members that pas- For TS, ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have slightly higher predictive skill of track forecast than those of NCEP, since the mean fraction of members from the ensemble forecasts of ECMWF with position errors less than 200 km is larger than that of NCEP (dotted lines in Figure 2 ). As shown by Figure 3 , within 30 hours, ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have larger mean errors of minimum SLP and maximum wind speed than those of NCEP, and the ensemble distribution of intensity errors of ECMWF has biased quartiles and tails compared to that of NCEP. Beyond 30 hours, ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have similar mean errors of minimum SLP to those of NCEP, but smaller mean errors of maximum wind speed than those of NCEP. At long lead times, the ensemble distribution of intensity errors of NCEP has more biased quartiles and narrower tails (under dispersive) than that of ECMWF. Thus ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have lower predictive skill of intensity forecast than those of NCEP at short lead times, but the opposite at long lead times.
For STS, ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have similar predictive skill of track forecast to those of NCEP till 84 hours, and beyond 84 hours ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have higher predictive skill of track forecast than those of NCEP (dashed lines in Figure 2 ). Ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have slightly smaller mean errors of minimum SLP and maximum wind speed than those of NCEP between 24 and 96 hours (Figure 4 ). On average, the ensemble distribution of intensity errors of NCEP has more biased quartiles and narrower tails (under dispersive) than that of ECMWF. Thus similar to the results of TS at long lead times, ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have higher predictive skill of intensity forecast than those of NCEP.
For TY, ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP have similar predictive skill of track forecast within 24 hours, and ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have lower predictive skill of track forecast than those of NCEP between 24 and 48 hours, and beyond 48 hours ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have higher predictive skill of track forecast than those of NCEP. Table 1 . Different colors denote different status. a) The asterisk denotes the storms that made landfall over Shanghai Ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have smaller mean errors of minimum SLP and maximum wind speed than those of NCEP ( Figure 5 ). The ensemble distributions of intensity errors show that the quartiles and tails of ECMWF are less biased than those of NCEP. Hence, ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have higher predictive skill of intensity forecast than those of NCEP, which is consistent with the results of weak storms (TS and STS). As shown by Figure 2 , ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP have higher predictive skill of track forecast for strong storms than for weak storms, especially at long lead times. This may be partially due to better defined storm centers for strong storms than weak storms. The mean errors in Figures 3-5 indicate that ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP tend to underestimate the storm intensity, and the underestimation becomes more severe with more intensified storms. The ensemble distributions of intensity errors in Figures 3-5 show that ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP have wider quartiles and longer tails with increasing storm intensity, which indicates less confidence of intensity forecast for strong storms than for weak storms.
Therefore, ensemble forecasts of ECMWF generally have higher predictive skill of track and intensity forecasts than those of NCEP for different storm categories. In general, ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP have higher predictive skill of track forecast for strong storms than for weak storms, but they have lower predictive skill of intensity forecast for strong storms than for weak storms.
Predictive skills for Rumbia (2018), Ampil (2018) and Jongadri (2018)
The predictive skills of the ensemble forecasts from ECMWF and NCEP for the three storms, Rumbia (2018), Ampil (2018) and Jongdari (2018), that made landfall over Shanghai in a month are analyzed here. The adaptive weight (AW) described in section 3 is applied to the ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP for the three storms. The performances of ensemble forecasts with AW are compared to those with equal weight (EW) for ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP respectively.
To compute the AW, eqs. (5), (8) and (9) are used. The innovation vector H y x ( ) in eq. (8) includes departures of location, minimum SLP and maximum wind speed, and the innovation vector has dimension of 3×1. The observation error covariance matrix R is a diagonal matrix with dimension of 3×3, which assumes that observation errors are uncorrelated. The observation error variances, i.e. the diagonal elements of R, are approximately estimated by the analysis error variances of ECMWF and NCEP for different storm categories, respectively. The lagged time index l is set to 12 hours, since ensemble forecasts of ECMWF are integrated twice a day, despite that ensemble forecasts of NCEP are launched four times a day. Thus in eq. (8), the analysis x i t a , at current time t and the 12-h forecast
x i t f , that is launched from x i t a , 12h and valid at current time t are used.
Rumbia (2018)
The ensemble forecasts of track, minimum SLP and maximum wind speed for TS Rumbia (2018) are shown in Figure   6 . In each panel, thin pink lines and bold red line denote forecasts of ensemble members and ensemble mean of ECMWF, and thin light blue lines and bold blue line present forecasts of ensemble members and ensemble mean of NCEP. Black lines are the observed quantities.
Ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP generally capture the observed track of Rumbia (2018). The ensemble mean track forecast of ECMWF is similar to that of NCEP, and both are similar to the observed track. Thus ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP have good predictive skill of track forecast for Rumbia (2018). However, they fail to capture the observed minimum SLP and maximum wind speed of Rumbia (2018), except a few members of ECMWF are close to the observed maximum wind speed (Figure 6b-6c ). Ensemble mean forecast of ECMWF has lower minimum SLP and larger maximal wind speed than that of NCEP, and the ensemble distribution of intensity forecast errors of ECMWF shows similar spread to that of NCEP. Thus, ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have slightly higher predictive skill of intensity forecast than those of NCEP for Rumbia (2018). Figure 7 shows the mean, the first and third quartiles of ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP using EW and AW, respectively. For the analyses and 6-h forecasts, ensemble forecasts of ECMWF with AW generally have smaller mean errors, and less biased and narrower quartiles of track, minimum SLP and maximum wind speed than those with EW; but at longer lead times, the differences between using AW and EW become small. When the AW is applied on the ensemble forecasts of NCEP, the impact is very slight. Ensemble forecasts of NCEP with AW and EW have similar performances for intensity, except that the width of quartiles with AW becomes smaller and slightly less biased at several lead times. Thus, the application of AW improves the predictive skill of the ensemble forecasts of ECMWF at short lead times.
Ampil (2018)
Spaghetti plots of the ensemble forecasts for STS Ampil (2018) are shown in Figure 8 . Ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have southern shift of track, and consequently the ensemble mean is southern biased. Compared to ensemble forecasts of ECMWF, ensemble forecasts of NCEP better capture the observed track, although most members also have southern shift of track at long lead times. Both the mean track forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP are southern biased for the landfall location. As shown by Figure 8b and 8c, ensemble forecasts of ECMWF predict the observed minimum SLP and maximum wind speed, and the ensemble mean of ECMWF generally agrees with the observed intensity. However, ensemble forecasts of NCEP underestimate the minimum SLP and maximum wind speed compared to the observed quantities, so does the ensemble mean of NCEP. Although ensemble forecasts of NCEP have higher predictive skill of track forecast than those of ECMWF, ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have higher predictive skill of intensity forecast than those of NCEP, thus the predictabilities of track and intensity forecasts are not consistent for ensemble forecasts of global models in this case.
The mean, the first and third quartiles of ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP using EW and AW for Ampil (2018) are shown in Figure 9 . In general ensemble forecasts of ECMWF with AW produce smaller mean errors of track than those with EW, and the quartiles with AW are less biased than those with EW. The advantages of AW over EW for track forecast continue till 144 hours. Ensemble forecasts of ECMWF with AW have similar errors of minimum SLP to those with EW, but the quartiles with AW have narrower width than those with EW. For the maximum wind speed, (2018) . Upper panels are for track, middle levels for minimum SLP, and lower panels for maximum wind speed. In (a) and (b), the bars denote the first and third quartiles, blue lines present error distribution of equal weight and black lines of adaptive weight. ensemble forecasts of ECMWF with AW generally produce smaller mean error, and narrower and less biased width of the quartiles than those with EW. Thus for Ampil (2018), the usage of AW generally improves the predictive skill of track and intensity forecasts for the ensemble forecasts of ECMWF.
Ensemble forecasts of NCEP with AW generally produce slightly smaller mean errors of track and narrower width of the quartiles than those with EW. The impacts of AW on the mean errors of minimum SLP and maximum wind speed for the ensemble forecasts of NCEP are slight, except that the application of AW resulted slightly larger mean errors of intensity. But the widths of the quartiles with AW for intensity are much reduced compared to those with EW. This means a more confident ensemble forecast is produced with AW than with EW, which is resulted by the adaptive weights collapsed to a few members and also due to a small ensemble size of NCEP. Thus the application of AW also improves the predictive skill of track for ensemble forecasts of NCEP for Ampil (2018), although it does not obviously improve the predictive skill of intensity.
Jongdari (2018)
Typhoon Jongdari (2018) first made landfall over Ise, Mie Prefecture, and then made landfall over Jinshan, Shanghai. The ensemble forecasts before its landfall over Ise, Mie Prefecture, which are initialized are 12:00 UTC 24 July, are first analyzed. Figure 10 shows the ensemble forecasts of track and intensity for typhoon Jongdari (2018). Ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have a western shift of track, while ensemble forecasts of NCEP have an eastern shift of track. Both ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP predict the westward turning of track, except that ensemble forecasts of NCEP predict an eastward tuning at the end. Ensemble forecasts of ECMWF underestimate the minimum SLP and maximum wind speed of Jongdari (2018), and ensemble forecasts of NCEP further underestimate the intensity of Jongdari (2018) compared to those of ECMWF and the observed quantities, despite one member of NCEP is closer to the observed value than the others. Thus ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP have low predictive skill for the track and intensity forecasts of Jongdari (2018) initialized at 12:00 UTC 24 July. Figure 11 shows the mean, the first and third quartiles of ensemble forecasts using AW and EW respectively for Jongdari (2018) with initialization time 12:00 UTC 24 July. Ensemble forecasts of ECMWF with AW produce smaller mean errors, and narrower and less biased width of the quartiles for the track, minimum SLP and maximum wind speed than those with EW. Thus, ensemble forecasts of ECMWF with AW have improved track and intensity forecasts compared to those with EW. Similarly, the application of AW on the ensemble forecasts of NCEP produce smaller mean errors, and less biased width of the quartiles for the track, minimum SLP and maximum wind speed compared to the application of EW. For both ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP, the predictive skill of track and intensity are improved by using the AW compared to the EW for Jongdari (2018) initialized at 12:00 UTC 24 July. Now ensemble forecasts initialized at 12:00 UTC 28 July, that is before Jongdari (2018) made landfall over Jinshan, Shanghai, are analyzed. As shown by Figure 12 , most ensemble members of NCEP predict the unusual first turning southwest of Japan, although none of them predict the second turning. Comparatively, none of the members of ECMWF predict the two unusual turnings. Ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP have northern shift of track compared to the observed value, but they capture the landfall location. Ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP predict the weakening of intensity quite well, but ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have stronger intensity than those of NCEP and the observed quantities after Jongdari (2018) weakens (Figure 12b and 12c) . Thus ensemble forecasts of NCEP have higher predictive skill of track and intensity forecasts than those of ECMWF for Jongdari (2018) initialized at 12:00 UTC 28 July. Figure 13 shows the mean, the first and third quartiles of ensemble forecasts using AW and EW for Jongdari (2018) with initialization time 12:00 UTC 28 July. Ensemble forecasts of ECMWF with AW and EW have similar track errors, although slightly larger mean track errors are obtained with AW for lead times longer than 84 hours. Ensemble forecasts of ECMWF with AW has slightly smaller errors and less biased quartiles of minimum SLP than those with EW. Similar errors of maximum wind speed are obtained ensemble forecasts of ECMWF with AW and EW. Ensemble forecasts of NCEP with AW have smaller mean errors of track and narrower width of the quartiles than those with EW, while ensemble forecasts of NCEP with AW generally have similar intensity errors to those with EW. Thus using AW, the predictive skill of ensemble forecasts for track is improved for ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP for Jongdari (2018) with initialization time 12:00 UTC 28 July.
Thus for the three storms that made landfall over shanghai, in general ensemble forecasts of NCEP has better predictive skill of track forecast than those of ECMWF, while ensemble forecasts of EMCWF has better predictive skill of intensity forecast than those of NCEP. The application of the adaptive weight generally improves the predictive skill of track and intensity ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP. This is because that the adaptive weight generally applies weights larger than the equal weight to members that do not have large forecast errors, so that the ensemble mean with adaptive weight generally has smaller errors than those with equal weight and the widths of quartiles are reduced. There are positive correlations of forecast errors with prior/posterior errors (Figures are not shown) . Thus the hypothesis of the adaptive weight, which the members that have smaller prior/ posterior errors might give better forecasts, has been demonstrated. The benefits of the adaptive weight are more prominent for ensemble forecasts of ECMWF than those of NCEP, and one possible reason is that ECMWF has a larger ensemble size than NCEP.
Summary and discussions
It has been a great challenge to forecast the track and intensity of TCs of the western North Pacific basin during the period of July to August 2018. It has been very rare that three storms making landfall over Shanghai in a month, and the tropical storm Ampil (2018) has been the third storm that directly landed Shanghai since 1949. Thus, the predictive skill of TCs that formed and developed during the period of July to August 2018 are analyzed, and particularly the pre-dictive skill of the three storms, Rumbia (2018), Ampil (2018) and Jongdari (2018) are investigated.
Ensemble forecasts from ECMWF and NCEP are used to analyze the predictive skill of TCs, and the ensemble forecasts are verified against the information from the TCVitals. To improve the predictive skill of ensemble forecasts, a method that adaptively estimates weights for members of an ensemble forecast is proposed. The adaptive weights are estimated based on the fit of priors and posteriors to observations, given the hypothesis that members that have smaller prior/posterior errors at current time may produce better forecasts in the future. The adaptive weights are then applied to ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP, and results are compared to the normally used equal weights.
The overall performances of the ensemble forecasts from ECMWF and NCEP are analyzed for the 13 TCs during the two-month period. Based on the mean percentage of ensemble members that passed within 200 km radius of the observed track, ensemble forecasts of ECMWF in general has higher predictive skill of track forecast than those of NCEP for both weak and strong storms. Ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP have higher predictive skill of track forecast for strong storms than for weak storms, which may be partially due to better defined storm centers for strong storms than weak storms. Results from the ensemble distribution of intensity forecast errors show that ensemble forecasts of ECMWF on average have higher predictive skill of intensity forecast than those of NCEP. Please note that ensemble mean may not be suitable for TC's intensity forecast, since ensemble averaging could smooth out the TC's intensity. Despite different model dynamics and physics between ECMWF EPS and NCEP GEFS, ECMWF EPS has higher horizontal resolution and more vertical levels than those of NCEP GEFS. Ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP have lower predictive skill of intensity forecast for strong storms than for weak storms, because for strong storms, ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP significantly underestimate the intensity, and often have biased quartiles and tails of ensemble distributions of intensity errors.
For the three storms that made landfall over Shanghai in a month, the predictive skills are analyzed separately. Ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have similar predictive skill of track forecast to those of NCEP for Rumbia (2018), but ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have slightly higher predictive skill of intensity forecast than those of NCEP. Ensemble forecasts of NCEP have higher predictive skill of track forecast than those of ECMWF for Ampil (2018), but ensemble forecasts of ECMWF have higher predictive skill of intensity forecast than those of NCEP. For Jongdari (2018) at peak intensiy, ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP have low predictive skill for the track and intensity forecasts. When Jongdari (2018) is weakening, ensemble forecasts of NCEP have higher predictive skill of track and intensity forecasts than those of ECMWF.
When the adaptive weights are applied to ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP, the adaptive weight improves the predictive skill of track and intensity forecasts for the ensemble forecasts of ECMWF at short lead times for Rumbia (2018) . By use of the adaptive weight for ensemble forecasts of Ampil (2018), higher predictive skill of track forecast is obtained for ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP, and higher predictive skill of intensity forecast are also achieved for ensemble forecasts of ECMWF. For Jongdari (2018) at peak intensity, the adaptive weight has advantages over the equal weight for track and intensity forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP. When Jongdari (2018) is weakening, the predictive skill of track forecast is also improved for ensemble forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP by use of the adaptive weight. Therefore, the application of the adaptive weight generally improves the predictive skill of track and intensity forecasts of ECMWF and NCEP. The benefits of the adaptive weight are more prominent for ensemble forecasts of ECMWF than those of NCEP, and one possible reason is that ECMWF has a larger ensemble size than NCEP.
Encouraging results of the adaptive method for estimating flow-dependent weights for members of ensemble forecasts are obtained. But further investigations of the adaptive method are needed. Due to data availability, the lagged time l is set to12 hours here, but the impact of the parameter l on the performance of adaptive method needs further examination. The temporal limit of the adaptive method having influence on the ensemble forecasts also needs investigation. The applications of the adaptive method on multi-center ensembles and other weather systems are desired. For nonlinear systems, the adaptive method may not be suitable due to nonlinear error growth, thus adaptive method that could capture the fast error growing mode is needed. Moreover, comparison between the adaptive method and other statistical postprocessing methods will be investigated in future studies.
